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Moving towards sustainability

The Spirit of CMH
Our Purpose – CMH creates an exceptional experience, in a spirit

of friendship that encourages personal growth in our guests and

our staff through dedicated stewardship.

Our Vision – CMH leads in safety, excellence of service and

sustainability, maintaining the family atmosphere on which the

company was founded.

Cover Photo: Bugaboo Glacier, Chris Pinchbeck

For more information about Canadian Mountain Holidays or to provide

feedback on this report, please contact Communications Manager

Connie MacDonald at (403) 762-7100 or info@cmhinc.com.

This report is available on-line at

www.canadianmountainholiday.com/stewardship/



Moving Towards Sustainability

At Canadian Mountain Holidays we are privileged to operate our heli-skiing and heli-hiking business in

some of the most beautiful mountain ecosystems in the world. We are passionate about these magical

places and take great pride in sharing our enduring enthusiasm with all those who venture into the

mountains with us.

Since 1965, when Hans Gmoser started CMH, we have acted as a leader in the adventure tourism

industry. Even before the term “sustainability” became popular, we worked hard to build an

environmentally, socially and fiscally sustainable business. In fact, I wrote the company’s first

'environmental statement' in 1993 in response to a need for awareness inside and outside our

organization. Recently our Second Nature staff committee declared a new vision for sustainability – to be

the leading sustainable tourism operator in North America. We have set the industry standards for safety

and guest experiences and I believe we are on the way to setting the same high standards for

environmental responsibility and community stewardship.

This first report now expands on that journey to sustainability by providing an introduction to 

current practices and initiatives, as well as goals for the future. We will update this report 

every two years and I encourage you to check the Stewardship section on our Web site

(www.canadianmountainholidays.com/stewardship/) for more regular information and reports. I also

welcome your feedback on any aspect of this report or our operations, and would be pleased to provide

more details or information at any time.

I speak often of our "privilege, passion and performance."  We are thankful of how privileged we are and

our passion is unabashed – we cannot hide it. We are also acutely aware of our moral, legal, and ethical

responsibilities to perform, and to encourage others to do the same.

I would like to thank our guests, staff, and the many experts, researchers, community members and

organizations who are partners on the journey.

Sincerely,

Walter Bruns
President
Canadian Mountain Holidays
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Canadian Mountain Holidays (CMH) will be the

leading sustainable tourism operator in North America.

We will:

▲ Be responsible stewards of the environments 

and communities in which we live, work,

and play.

▲ Strive to improve environmental performance 

in all of our operations.

▲ Be a leader in sustainability in our 

professional organizations and the broader 

tourism sector.

▲ Educate staff, guests, and suppliers about our 

sustainability goals and initiatives, and 

encourage personal action.

▲ Operate in a manner that is compliant with all 

government laws and regulations.

▲ Support research and education programs to 

improve our sustainability practices.

▲ Contribute to the economic and social 

well-being of our local communities.

▲ Deliver strong financial results to ensure a 

sustainable future for our company.
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for Sustainability
Our Vision

Canadian Mountain Holidays will

be the leading sustainable

tourism operator in North

America.



Since our founding in 1965, we have always felt a deep

sense of responsibility to act as stewards for the mountain

environments and communities where we operate. We are

proud of the efforts we have made in the past, but know

there is much more we can do to minimize our impact on

the environment and enrich communities.

In 2000, we formalized our stewardship commitment by

establishing the Second Nature program. This employee-

driven initiative strives to link all of our operations, training,

research and business development to our vision and goals

for sustainability. Over the years the committee has been

involved in a number of initiatives including; the

development of the President’s Awards for Environmental

Initiative and Community Stewardship; a workshop led by

consultants from The Natural Step to help guide the

development of actions and performance measures to track

progress towards sustainability; and the development of our

sustainability goals. In the future the Second Nature

Committee will take on a greater role in communicating our

sustainability vision and initiatives with staff and guests.

second nature
at canadian mounta in  hol idays

Second Nature Program

Second Nature Committee

The Second Nature committee includes staff

from many parts of our organization. Their

mandate is to help integrate planning,

operations, and training with our

sustainability goals and to share information

about sustainability initiatives with other

staff and guests.

Walter Bruns, President, Banff

Dave Butler, Land Resources, Cranbrook

Jane Cubbon, Marketing, Banff

Dana DeGeer, Transportation, Banff

Duane Dukart, Adamants Lodge

Lyle Grisedale, Galena and Adamant Lodges 

Vicki Hemmingson, Bobbie Burns Lodge

Hank Krawczyk, Revelstoke

Bob Krysak, Retail Operations, Banff

Paul Lazarski, Bugaboo Lodge

Bob Lutz, Information Systems, Banff

Connie MacDonald, Communications, Banff

Lianne Marquis, Bugaboo Lodge

Marc Piché, Bugaboo Lodge 

Tanya Price, Guests Services, Banff

Dave Whyte, Vice-president,

Alpine Helicopters, Kelowna
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Guests choose CMH because we guide them through the most

beautiful wilderness in the world. Stunning mountain ranges,

diverse ecosystems, and our knowledgeable guides make every 

trip unforgettable.

CMH operates on Crown land under the jurisdiction of federal,

provincial, and sometimes, local agencies. Our use is authorized

though licenses of occupation issued by the Province of BC

under the Land Act. Each license includes a detailed

management plan, which defines how we can use the land.

Many factors are considered in these plans including legal

requirements, environmental conditions, the needs of other

users and guest expectations.

These operating authorities from government give us specific

legal rights. More importantly, they confer legal and moral

obligations to act as stewards. We work very closely with land

management agencies to play this stewardship role effectively.
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Protecting Wildlife, Forests,

and Plant Communities



The mountain ecosystems where we operate are home to a

wide range of animal species, including some that are

considered at risk by the Committee on the Status of

Endangered Species in Canada and BC’s Conservation Data

Centre. Mountain caribou and wolverine fit in this category.

The effect of human recreation on wild animals is a growing

issue. Our goal is to fly, ski and hike without displacing

animals from their habitats. We minimize the potential direct

and indirect impact of our activities on all wildlife through a

variety of scientific, operational and communications tools,

and always seek to avoid disturbing animals.

Since 1988 we have had a company-wide wildlife

observation and reporting system in place. This includes a

sophisticated database where we track animal sightings

including number, location, animal behaviour, and our

response to the sighting. When animals have been observed

in an area, our pilots and guides choose alternate flight

paths, skiing, or hiking routes. Tracking these sightings helps

us ensure that wildlife populations and distribution do not

change over time as a result of our presence in their territory.

Recent work on “digital wildlife flags” on individual ski runs

is a new component of our wildlife operation procedures,

which are available for review on our Web site.

Scientific Research 

Scientific understanding is the foundation for our wildlife

procedures and decisions. We try to ensure that our guides,

pilots and staff always have the latest available information

about wildlife and how to minimize our impact on them.

To further this knowledge, we support and participate in

scientific research with governments and academics. CMH

has participated in provincial and regional mountain caribou

recovery teams since 2000 and 2002 respectively, and fund

scientific research focused on the effects of flying and skiing

near these animals. In spring of 2004 we are helping to

fund a mountain caribou inventory project near Nakusp. We

have also assisted in research on wolverines and mountain

goats by providing independent biologists with funding,

helicopter time, Global Information System (GIS) information,

accommodation, and the assistance of our staff. We use the

results of these research and inventory projects to ensure

that our operating practices are appropriate, and to

implement changes as necessary.

Training

Ongoing training is vital to our environmental program. When-

ever possible, we invite experts to our guide training sessions.

In 2000, well-known consulting researcher Dr. Steve Wilson

attended our guide and pilot training, providing information

on mountain goat habitat and behaviour. In 2001, the Year

of the Great Bear, we partnered with Parks Canada to

educate mountain travelers about bears and their habitat.

We used this opportunity to focus our summer guide training

on bears. Dr. Mike Gibeau, Principal Researcher with the

Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bear Project, contributed his

knowledge to the training program. Our affiliation with Dr.

Gibeau ensured that the best available resource materials on

bears and bear safety were available to our guests.

In 2003, Dr. Steve Wilson and consulting habitat biologist

Dennis Hamilton educated our managers, guides and pilots

on the needs of mountain caribou and provided valuable

input on our operating practices. The mountain caribou is a

unique animal, which has been identified as a species-at-risk

by federal and provincial wildlife agencies. The training

sessions focused on wildlife observations, how caribou use

their habitats, and how we can make good decisions when

skiing and flying in and near caribou habitat.

Wildlife Management 

Mountain goats are just one of the animal species with which we

share the mountains. We attempt to choose flight paths and hiking

routes to ensure that we do not disturb goats or other animal

species. We use particular care when animals are most vulnerable,

such as when mothers have young or when animals are at mineral

licks. We do not use helicopters for wildlife viewing.
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Forests and Plant Communities

CMH has an active forest management and ski run development

program, led by Forest Resource Manager Hank Krawczyk. We employ

a range of proven techniques to minimize our impact on forest health,

and provide a safe, high-quality experience for guests. While some

heli-skiing occurs on open glaciers and snowfields, guests also enjoy

skiing though natural stands of mature trees. We enhance our ski

runs through low tree and brush cutting – a technique called glading.

Over the last thirty years, we have worked hard at maintaining and

improving tree skiing in all of our areas. In fact, in the last five years

we have invested over $500,000 per year on our run development

program. The benefits that flow from this significant capital

investment include increased safety, enhanced quality of experience

for guests, and increased efficiency.

Through our Forest Resource Manager, we are actively involved with

the Ministry of Forests and 16 major forest licensees to provide input

into their future harvesting in our operating areas. Wherever possible

we coordinate our runs with their existing or planned logging

activities. On average, we review between 25 and 30 harvesting plans

each year.

In the past decade, we have worked with government and forest

companies to reposition cut blocks, improve pick-up placement, and

to change logging plans. Sometimes changing the orientation of a cut

block or leaving an island of trees can allow a cut block to double as

a ski run. CMH does not harvest merchantable timber, leaving high

value trees to stand and dead trees and snags on the ground for

wildlife use.

Two years ago, CMH hired a forestry consultant to establish a series

of study plots in the Adamants, Gothics and Revelstoke areas to

research the impact of ski activities on forest plantations. These plots

will be measured in 2004 and the results will help us refine our

operating procedures in young forests.

Above the forests are sensitive alpine and sub-alpine plant

communities, some of which are considered endangered or

threatened. In order to address the special needs of these plant

communities, we developed the ABLE (Applying Backcountry

Landscape Evaluations) program. In 1999 and 2000 we established a

number of permanent study plots in alpine and sub-alpine areas

where we operate. Data collected from these plots every five years is

used to assess the level and nature of change that occurs as we use

the areas for recreation.

Goals

1. At least once per year, work with 

government and consulting biologists to 

review and update staff training and 

field operating procedures to ensure they 

continue to be consistent with new 

information and research results.

2. Work with a credible external partner 

to conduct an annual review of our 

wildlife  practices and data.

3. Collect data from ABLE study plots in 

2004 and continue to refine operations 

as required.
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The results of the ABLE program were used to

develop our Guidelines for Low Impact Travel. All

CMH guests and staff follow these guidelines.

In developing ski runs through forested areas, CMH

complies with standards and reporting requirements

equivalent to those of the forestry industry.



It serves CMH’s environmental commitment and our financial

bottom line to find ways to reduce our energy consumption and

manage waste responsibly. We regularly upgrade our facilities,

review our practices, and take advantage of new methods and

technologies to improve our operations at each area.

Conserving Energy, 

Managing Fuel, and Reducing Waste
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CMH’s remote lodges need to store enough energy supplies

to be self-sufficient for the winter. We use diesel fuel for

generators to produce electricity in the lodges, propane for

heating and cooking, jet fuel for helicopters, and gasoline 

for vehicles and small machinery. We are concerned about

carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions 

from our operations and are always investigating options 

for reduction.

There have been five fuel spills in our forty year history and

we now have detailed written procedures for every stage of

the fuel handling process. All our fuel storage facilities meet

or exceed the applicable codes and regulations.

We have secondary and/or tertiary containment for all

components of fuel storage and delivery systems.

Containments with fuel-water separators have been installed

at our most heavily used locations beneath our helicopter

pads and the places where trucks unload fuel. We are in the

process of upgrading all our remote fuelling locations to 

this standard. Pumps on our main fuel tanks are also

equipped with timers so they automatically turn off if

accidentally left running.

Our lodges are supervised 365 days per year and

maintenance workers undertake daily visual fuel inspections.

Inventory dips of the tanks are taken twice per week.

The bigger challenge for CMH is to monitor our remote

helicopter fuelling locations. These tanks have a storage

capacity of up to 50,000 litres and are in very remote places.

Signs on the fuel stations indicate that it is a crime to

tamper with the tanks and indicate a phone number to call

if problems are noticed. We are in the process of developing

a remote fuel sensing system that will be accessed through

our mountain-top radio repeaters. It will allow us to monitor

the fuel levels in the tanks on a 24-hour basis and will be

programmed to sound an alarm if the level drops

unexpectedly. We have installed prototypes at a few remote

locations this year and hope to add them to all locations if

they prove successful.

Energy Use and Fuel Management

At four of our remote lodges waste heat is recovered from

generators and used to heat domestic hot water, whirlpools and a

small portion of the buildings. Air-to-air heat exchangers are also

used at four lodges to recover some of the waste heat generated

from bathroom exhaust and ski drying rooms. We continue to

explore and implement energy conservation options at all lodges

as part of our maintenance and capital plans.
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Noise, emissions, and fuel consumption make helicopter use

one of the greatest challenges to CMH’s environmental

goals. Twelve-passenger twin jet Bell 212 helicopters are

used to move guests around the terrain. We also use smaller

helicopters such as the Bell 206B, 206L, and 407 for private

groups, to move guests between areas, for snow safety

analysis, and emergencies.

The use of helicopters enables us to operate our business

and allows us to avoid extensive road building, ski lifts and

snowmobiles. Helicopters are used as our primary mode of

transportation, and not for sightseeing or wildlife viewing.

The sound of our helicopters can, at times, be disturbing to

people in settled areas or in backcountry areas being used

for recreation. In all cases, we do everything we can to use

flight paths and landing areas that cause the least disturbance.

Where we are advised of concerns in advance (by

recreational users advising us that they are going to a

specific location, for example), it is our policy to avoid

interaction whenever possible, given weather and safety

constraints.

In the Bugaboos, our operations are in close proximity to a

provincial park with an international reputation for climbing

and mountaineering. While our helicopters are sometimes

used for rescues and to drop off fuel and food caches for

climbers, mountaineers and skiers, we have worked with BC

Parks since the 1970s to choose appropriate flight paths and

landing areas to avoid interactions with Park users. Our pilots

are trained to stay well below ridgelines and outside the core

of the climbing area to minimize noise. These operational

requirements are now part of our Park Use Permit.

When recreational users of Shangri-la near the Upper Dunbar

Lakes area expressed concerns about our impact on their

area, we met to discuss the concerns and then, voluntarily

removed this region from a 1998 application we made 

to government for authority to undertake heli-hiking in 

the Bugaboos.

Since the 1970s we have also worked with the residents of

Parsons and Spillimacheen, who live near our helicopter

staging areas for the Bobbie Burns and Bugaboos

operations, to ensure that we do not fly over homes or

farms, and that we keep well away from livestock and

wintering moose and deer.

Helicopter Use

The cost of operating helicopters is the largest expense incurred

by CMH, so we do all that we can to maximize the efficiency of

their operation. CMH purchases jet fuel for helicopters from a

refinery in Edmonton, Alberta. We choose to pay an additional 1.5

cents per litre to get the fuel via pipeline to Calgary instead of

trucking it from Edmonton. The result is an elimination of 240

hours of trucking between Edmonton and Calgary every year

sparing truck emissions and reducing the distance that

hazardous materials travel by road.
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Waste Management

CMH believes in reducing, reusing and recycling. We add one more

word to the maxim: refusing. Wherever possible we refuse disposable

products and excess packaging.

Each lodge, hotel and office has a comprehensive recycling program

to deal with metal, glass, newspaper, mixed paper, corrugated

cardboard, box board, oil, and plastics. Electronic equipment is re-

used or recycled, avalanche beacons are sold or sent back to the

manufacturer and batteries are disposed of through a Toxic Round 

Up program.

When possible, CMH purchases food and beverage supplies in bulk

with consideration for packaging and ease of recycling. Ready foods

and convenience foods that come in glass, plastic or tin, are only

supplements to fresh foods and we try to minimize their purchase. We

do not purchase or use packaged condiments. All beverage containers

used are returnable, including Tetra packs, bottles, and cans. Plastic

food containers are washed and re-used as storage containers, or

separated, washed, and recycled. We reuse tin containers wherever

possible and if they are not used, they are cleaned and recycled. None

of the lodges use plastic, paper or Styrofoam plates, cups or cutlery on

a regular basis.

The discussion of what to do with wet garbage has been ongoing for

many years. In some lodges (until concerns about hoof-and-mouth

disease became prevalent), we fed captive pigs these scraps.

Currently, we are using a variety of means to dispose of this garbage

including incineration, composting, and storing in bins until the

weather permits us to move them to approved landfills.

Our remote lodges present challenges for sewage treatment and we

use a variety of methods, depending on the terrain. Systems include: a

standard septic tank and tile field at the Bobbie Burns, Silvertip and

Valemount lodges; a Rotating Biological Contactor system at the

Adamants, Galena and Gothics lodges; sand filters at the Bugaboos

and Monashee lodges; and a lagoon system at Cariboo Lodge. In

every case, CMH provides effluent samples as required to government

regulators.

Goals

4. Establish a tracking system to record 

baseline energy consumption data over a 

one year period for the Banff offices, four 

lodges, and all transportation components;

and establish an energy conservation 

program by January 2006.

5. Review and update the fuel management 
program, including handling procedures,
inventory systems, storage, and staff 
training, on an annual basis.

6. Install a hydroelectric generation system 
at one remote lodge by winter 2005/06 
and investigate the feasibility of use at 
two other lodges.

7. Establish a tracking system to record 
baseline water consumption at four 
remote lodges, over a one year period,
and develop a water conservation 
program for these lodges by January 2006.

8. Continue to research and refine the 

composting system at the Adamants 

lodge and implement at least one other 

composting system at another remote 

lodge for the 2005/06 winter season.

9. Formalize a Responsible Purchasing Policy

and work with two suppliers to reduce the

amount of waste associated with 

identified products and/or services, by 

winter 2005/06.
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Regional Organizations: Canadian Avalanche Association ▲ Canadian Ski Museum ▲ International Skiing History Association 

▲ Marigold Foundation ▲ Mark Kingsbury Foundation ▲ STARS ▲ University College of the Cariboo  Revelstoke: BC Freestyle Ski Association

▲ Canadian Avalanche Rescue Dog Association ▲ City of Revelstoke ▲ Ducks Unlimited ▲ Friends of Mt. Revelstoke & Glacier National Parks

▲ Kodiaks Hockey Team ▲ Revelstoke Breast Cancer Awareness ▲ Revelstoke Community Pool ▲ Revelstoke Firefighters Association 

▲ Revelstoke Grizzlies Hockey Club ▲ Revelstoke Minor Hockey ▲ Revelstoke Rotary Club ▲ Revelstoke Skating Club ▲ Revelstoke Ski Club

Golden: Columbia Valley Wetlands Society ▲ Golden Figure Skating Club ▲ Golden Jr. Rockets ▲ Golden Rotary Club ▲ Golden Search &

Rescue ▲ Golden Secondary School ▲ Golden Ski Club  Invermere Area: Blue Lake Forest Education Society ▲ David Thompson High

School ▲ Friends of Kootenay National Park ▲ Windermere Valley Ski Club ▲ Wings Over the Rockies Bird Festival Valemount: Valemount

“Canadian Mountain Holidays 

has been and is the Village of

Nakusp’s most valued corporate

citizen. They operate with heart,

compassion and sincere respect for

the local economy and environment.” 

Bill Cowan, Mayor of Nakusp
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In 2003, we invested approximately 4.6 per cent of our pre-tax earnings in community organizations and initiatives.

We are proud to support:



Our commitment to sustainability includes

meaningful care for the long-term economic and

social health of the communities where we live,

work and play. We support community initiatives,

participate in public processes, and strive to be an

excellent corporate citizen and the employer of

choice in local communities.

Having an open dialogue with communities who

are affected by our operations is essential to

building the mutually rewarding partnerships we

seek. Reporting to stakeholders on our activities,

challenges and progress toward sustainability is an

important component of our Second Nature

program and commitment to communities

Our philanthropic support comes in many forms:

we provide scholarships to high-school students;

fund academic research on safety and wildlife

issues through the University of Calgary, University

of British Columbia, and the Canadian Avalanche

Association; and provide donations and

sponsorships to a wide variety of organizations

that enhance community life throughout our

operating region.

Learning Centre, Valemount Old Puckers Hockey Club ▲ Valemount Scouts ▲ Valemount Secondary School ▲ Valemount Snow Patrol

McBride Area: Dunster Community Association ▲ McBride Big Country Snowmobile Association ▲ McBride Minor Hockey ▲ McBride

Museum ▲ McBride Roundhouse Theatre ▲ McBride Secondary School  Nakusp: Nakusp Elementary School ▲ Nakusp Secondary School

▲  Nelson Summit to Summit Race ▲ Red Mountain Racers ▲ Nakusp Music Fest  Banff/Canmore Area: Association of Bow Valley Rock

Climbers ▲ Banff Alpine Racers ▲ Banff Benefit Ball ▲ Banff Mountain Book and Film Festivals ▲ Banff Rotary Club ▲ Banff Rugby Club 

▲ Bow Valley Crime Stoppers ▲ Bow Valley Quickies ▲ Bow Valley Victim Services ▲ Canmore Coho Swim Club ▲ Canmore Day Care 

▲ Canmore Folk Music Festival ▲ Canmore High School ▲ Canmore Hospital ▲ Canmore Illusions Gymnastics Club ▲ Canmore Minor Hockey

▲ Mineral Springs Hospital ▲ Sunshine Ski Club ▲ Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies    

to Communities
Contributing 
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Contributing to Communities

Goals

10. Maintain existing level of participation 

in communities through partnerships,

community outreach, volunteerism, and 

employment opportunities and establish 

one new community relations initiative 

in Revelstoke, Golden, Invermere, Nakusp,

Williams Lake, Valemount, and McBride 

by January 2006.

11. Review and refine our corporate 

donations strategy to enhance our 

support in local communities where we 

operate in or near, on programs that 

promote: amateur sport, education,

safety, environmental stewardship, and 

community development.

CMH has been a proud sponsor of the Banff Mountain Book and Film

Festivals for over 10 years. These festivals showcase the best books and

films about the beautiful places that inspire us. CMH’s Marty von Neudegg 

(right) presents the 2003 Banff Mountain Film Festival Award for Best Film

on Mountain Environment to John Murray, director of Northwest Passage – On 

Franklin’s Trail.

Jeremy Weddell, from Revelstoke, is one of nine high school students

awarded a CMH scholarship in 2003. Jeremy is pursuing a four-year applied

degree in eco-tourism at Mount Royal College. CMH scholarships are

awarded annually to exceptional students from Nakusp, Valemount,

Revelstoke, McBride, Golden, and Invermere, who wish to pursue post-

secondary education in environmental studies, outdoor recreation or

adventure tourism.

As President and CEO of CMH, Mark Kingsbury (1949-2001) set new

standards in adventure tourism, emphasizing environmental stewardship,

social responsibility, and fair business practices. CMH is proud to honour

Mark’s legacy and family by supporting the Mark Kingsbury Foundation. The

Foundation supports stewardship projects and organizations based in the

mountains of western Canada.
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“CMH’s shared snow report Web Exchange system will

greatly improve the accuracy and timeliness of the Public

Avalanche Bulletins produced by the CAA, reducing

accidental loss of life in personal winter recreation. Their

sponsorship of public service announcements provides

another way to share mountain safety information with

people in Nakusp, Revelstoke, Golden, Invermere, Creston,

Cranbrook, and Nelson. For many years CMH has been

demonstrating leadership by doing the right thing for

Canada’s mountain community.”

Clair Israelson, 
Executive Director, Canadian Avalanche Association



CMH’s success is a result of the dedicated employees who make

every guest experience an extraordinary one. People work at

CMH because they are passionate about mountain experiences.

This passion motivates us to be stewards of the inspirational

places where we operate.

As an employer, we place a priority on creating a safe and

healthy workplace. We are currently working with an external

consultant to design and implement an occupational health and

safety program.

We encourage every member of the CMH family to take personal

responsibility for achieving our sustainability goals. We reward

innovation and are open to new ideas.

Every member of the staff is welcome to participate in Second

Nature program initiatives. We encourage personal initiative

through the President’s Award for Environmental Initiative and

the President’s Award for Community Stewardship. These annual

awards honour and reward the ideas and efforts of employees

who demonstrate initiative and passion for protecting the

environment and contributing to community. Each award

includes a $1,000 cash prize and feature story in CMH News.

Creating a CMH Culture
of Stewardship

“CMH has been one of our strongest supporters.

They have given our racers tremendous opportunities.

They have helped us with equipment, training, auction

and prize items, and so much more. CMH is such a

huge sponsor for all our club activities. We can't imagine

how we could exist without this kind of support. 

Thank you!”

Martin Hughes, 

Director/Treasurer, Revelstoke Ski Club

Lloyd Gallagher is a member of our guiding team

and his wife Fran does relief work in the Banff

office. Together they were awarded the 2004

President’s Award for Community Stewardship for

their long-term commitment to Mountain Haven.

This program helps women and children living in

shelters to experience the mountains in a safe, fun,

caring environment.

Jim Kebe was awarded the 2004 President’s Award

for Environmental Stewardship for his efforts to

reduce the amount of fuel consumed by our

generators at the Bugaboo Lodge. Jim supervises

Maintenance at the lodge.
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Goals

12. Implement a workplace occupational 

health and safety program under the 

guidance of an external occupational 

health and safety specialist beginning 

summer 2004.

13. Promote personal action and 

responsibility among staff to help 

achieve our sustainability goals by 

providing regular information updates 

throughout the operating  seasons, and 

recognition for personal initiative.

14. Build support for our sustainability goals 

with guests and stakeholders by ensuring 

sustainability messages are communicated

in all major marketing and communications

pieces.



We are proud of all our employees who find ways to protect

the environment and contribute to communities including:

▲ Forest Resource Manager Hank Krawczyk won the 2003 

President’s Award for Environmental Initiative for 

recruiting an alliance of businesses and agencies to pay 

for and clean up an abandoned mine site in the Graham 

Creek area north of Revelstoke.

▲ Elyse Ramstad, House Manager at the Cariboo Lodge,
took the initiative to find a use for 60 surplus mattresses 
following a lodge renovation. Instead of sending the 
mattresses to the landfill, she worked with a local contact
to find families and businesses in the local community 
who could use the mattresses.

▲ Mountain Safety Manager Colani Bezzola works
with Jan Bergstrom and Mark Myhre from our 
Information Technology department to develop our in-
house SnowBase software program, and improve the 
WebEx information exchange and Industry Information 
Exchange INFOEX. These programs enable CMH to share 
snow stability information and hazard assessment data 
with a wide range of recreational users, communities,
and organizations, including the Canadian 
Avalanche Association.

▲ Marc Piché, Assistant Manager at the Bugaboos, is 
currently working with BC Parks and local users groups to
establish a Friends of Bugaboo Park organization.

▲ Steve “Yogi” Hincks supervises our recycling program in 

the Banff offices, ensuring paper, bottles, glass, batteries,

lights, furniture, and anything else that he can find, is 

recycled or reused.

▲ In Nakusp, Kuskanax Assistant Manager Maureen 

McPhee, is President of the Nakusp Chamber of 

Commerce. Manager Cheryl White is a past member 

of the Chamber Board of Directors.

▲ Duane Dukart, Maintenance/Hiking Guide in the 

Adamants, won the 2002 President’s Award for 

Environmental Initiative for his innovative development of

a composter. Duane is currently working with Maintenance

Manager Bud Wenzel to design and test a larger 

composter that ideally, will be replicated at other lodges.

▲ In Valemount, House Manager Judy Thomson and 

Communications Manager Connie MacDonald are 

working with the regional school district and the College 

of New Caledonia to develop a commercial Food Services

program to help provide training for workers interested in

the Hospitality Industry.

▲ Ken France, Area Manager in Kootenay, and Dave 

Butler, Director of Land Resources, were recently 

recognized by the BC Helicopter and Snowcat Skiing 

Operators Association. Ken was honoured for his long-

time involvement with the Standards Committee and 

Dave was recognized for his role in establishing the 

Association’s Sustainability Guidelines for Operating in 

Mountain Ecosystems.

▲ Mike Welch, Area Manager at Galena, encouraged CMH 

to contribute $20,000 to support the building of a new 

community pool in Revelstoke, slated for completion in 

late in 2004.

▲ Diny Harrison, Assistant Manager in Revelstoke, serves as

President of the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides.

▲ President Walter Bruns chairs the Advisory Development 

Board for Banff, Yoho and Kootenay National Parks and is

Chair of the BC Helicopter Skiing and Snowcat Operators 

Association.

▲ In Revelstoke, Area Managers, Buck Corrigan, Ian 

Campbell, Erich Unterberger, Mike Welch, and their staff

actively support community activities and amateur sport,

including Adventurers Summer Daycamp, and the local 

hockey, figure skating, and skiing clubs.

Employees

Dave Butler is our Director of Land Resources. He manages 

our land tenures with the province and is responsible for

overseeing our environmental initiatives, including the Second

Nature program. As a Registered Professional Biologist and

Forester, Dave brings excellent credentials to his role and

welcomes questions and comments about our stewardship

practices and policies.
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About Canadian 
Mountain Holidays

Canadian Mountain Holidays is the largest helicopter skiing and

hiking company in the world. Formed in 1965 by Hans Gmoser and

Leo Grillmair, we are also one of the first adventure tourism

companies in North America.

CMH operates in the Purcell, Selkirk, Monashee and Cariboo

mountains of eastern British Columbia from eight backcountry lodges:

Adamants, Bobbie Burns, Bugaboos, Cariboos, Galena, Gothics,

Monashees, and our newest operation, Silvertip; and four town-based

hotels: Kootenay, McBride, Revelstoke, and Valemount. Our operating

area encompasses 15,000 square kilometres of terrain, granted under

Licenses of Occupation from the BC government. In 2003, CMH

contributed $1,707,000 in provincial taxes and license fees to the

British Columbia government.

Fifty employees work at our main office in Banff, Alberta and up to

450 employees work at our lodges in British Columbia during the

operating seasons. CMH is proud to have an annual employee

turnover rate of less than 10% and is one of the largest employers of

mountain guides in the world. Our guides are certified through the

Association of Canadian Mountain Guides and/or the International

Federation of Mountain Guides Association.

Approximately 7,000 guests ski with CMH each year and on average,

70 per cent return annually. Fifty per cent of skiers come from the

United States, 40 per cent from Europe, and the remaining 10 per

cent from Canada and other countries. During the summer season

CMH hosts approximately 2,500 guests for heli-hiking and

mountaineering adventures. Ninety per cent of our summer guests

come to CMH from North America, the majority from the United States.

CMH is an active member of the Adventure Collection, Association of

Canadian Mountain Guides, British Columbia Helicopter and Snowcat

Skiing Operators Association, British Columbia Wilderness Tourism

Association, Council of Tourism Associations of British Columbia, and

the International Eco-tourism Society.
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This report is available on-line at

www.canadianmountainholiday.com/stewardship/
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P.O. Box 1660, 217 Bear St.,
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Toll-free phone: 1 (800) 661-0252
Phone: (403) 762-7100
Fax: (403) 762-5879
E-mail: info@cmhinc.com

www.CanadianMountainHolidays.com

“We gently intrude, with respect and awe, into the sanctity

of these marvelous places, partaking with deep

appreciation of what they offer those who come to enjoy

them in humble moderation and understanding.” 

Hans Gmoser, CMH founder
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